DESCRIPTION

MODEL CNRM AND TRRM REMOTE MOUNTING ADAPTERS provide a water tight connection to the meter head, up to 100’ of cable, and a wall mounting adapter for remote location of a digital indicator-totalizer or digital indicator-totalizer-transmitter. Note: The digital indicator-totalizer or digital indicator-totalizer-transmitter is not included with the remote mounting adapter kit.

INSTALLATION is normally made at the factory when the meter is assembled, but installation may be made in the field by removing the digital unit from the meter head and replacing it with a meter head adapter. The digital unit is then mounted to the wall mounting adapter and located up to 100’ away from the meter. The remote mounting kit is furnished complete with all screws and o-rings necessary for installation. See back of data sheet for typical installation.

CONSTRUCTION of the remote mounting kit features sealed housings with water tight connectors for both the meter head and the remote wall mount adapter.

O-RING SEALS are used at all points where seals are required, making the unit immune to any of the corrosive effects of atmospheric moisture.

SPECIFICATIONS

TEMPERATURE RANGE 32° to 140° F. Consult factory for special construction for other temperatures.

FLOW RANGE Acceptable for each digital indicator-totalizer unit is the same as that for the meter to which the unit mounts. Flow conditions above the maximum indicator scale are recorded by the digital indicator-totalizer.

MATERIALS Used in construction are chosen for their durability and immunity to the corrosive effects of atmospheric moisture.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT Consult factory for special applications.

SHIPPING WEIGHT 8 pounds (50’ of cable).

ORDERING INFO Must be specified by the customer. Meter serial number to which the adapter is to be mounted. Length of extension cable required (100’ max.).
MODEL CNRM
MODEL TRRM
REMOTE MOUNTING KIT FOR
DIGITAL INDICATOR - TOTALIZER AND
DIGITAL INDICATOR - TOTALIZER - TRANSMITTER

- OPTIONAL TRANSMITTER OUTPUT CONNECTOR
  (MODELS TR28-1, TR29)
- REMOTE REGISTER WALL MOUNTING ADAPTER
- REMOTE DIGITAL INDICATOR-TOTALIZER
  (MAXIMUM OF 100- FEET FROM METER)
- ELECTRONIC METER
- REMOTE REGISTER METER ADAPTER
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